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Issue 2, 2013

Welcome to Issue 2 of the Pretty Witty Cakes’ Online Magazine
This issue is all about Halloween and we have some fantastic treats to
give away, competitions, interviews, ticket giveaways, an interview
Rachel Hill, a FREE class place worth £250 at Pretty Witty Cakes and
of course lots of YOUR work too.
And of course, we have lots of YOUR work too. For cake inspiration,
see our Cake Photo Gallery where we display cake submitted by our
readers of their children’s novelty cakes.
Don’t forget to also see some of the amazing cupcake entries from
our floral cupcake competition last month
We also have an interview with the winner of last month’s cupcake
competition and pictures of many of the other entries, recipes,
Halloween cakes and much more.
Next month we are showcasing Christmas Cakes Cakes in our readers
gallery so if you have a Christmas Cake or Cupcakes cake you would
like featured, have a look at page 56 for details of how you can be
included in our Magazine.
I hope you enjoy this month’s edition and have lots of fun baking
Halloween treats. I will be dressing my little boys up in their costumes
like last year and making lots of cookies and cupcakes with them
both – it is a magical age when they enjoy all the fun of Halloween
so much.
Happy Baking!”

Suzi Witt,
Founder of Pretty Witty Cakes
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Halloween Silhouette
Cake Tutorial

by Leesa Collins

You’ll need:
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Airbrush
Cake and board covered in White Fondant
Black Fondant (sugarpaste)
Rolling Pin
Sharp Craft Knife
Round cutters
Scribing tool
Paint brushes
Paint palette
Black gel colour
Piping gel
Cornflour
Small cup of water
Sky Blue, Black , Pearl, Yellow and Orange
airbrush colours

CLICK

For ALL the items you need for this tutorial, click here
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Method
A Place iced cake on temporary board
B Make rough sketch of your cake design on paper to
correct size of height and circumference of your cake.
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C Roll out a small amount of black fondant to about 2mm
thickness.
D Trace houses onto the black fondant using your rough
sketch.
E Cut out houses and set aside.
F Cut circles out of thinly rolled black fondant.
G Stretch and shape circles to desired pumpkin shapes.
H Cut out pumpkin faces.
I Add eyes and stalks and set aside.
J Roll out white fondant approx. 2mm and cut a medium
size circle for the full moon.
K In the position on the cake you would like the moon just
spray lightly with your pearl colour and stick circle to
cake.
L Spray around the moon lightly with your sky blue.
M Spray top of 2/3 of cake with sky blue and the base in
black leaving around 1/3 white. Spray lightly with your
black in patches over the blue to give the appearance of
a stormy night.
N When the airbrush colours are dry remove the moon with
the back of your knife – carefully as you do not want to
tear the iced cake.
O Roll out some white fondant about 1mm in thickness and
spray yellow and orange.
P Stick the yellow/orange fondant behind the houses to be
the light from the windows and trim of the excess.
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Q With a black gel paint in the window frames.
R Move cake to pre-iced board. Use small amount of
water to stick cake to board.
S Attach houses to cake using piping gel or sugar glue
(if you use water you risk your airbrush colours running).

Q

R

S

T

U

V

T Attach pumpkins using piping gel or sugar glue.
U Now paint in the pumpkin patch vines using black gel
colour mixed with a tiny amount of water.
V Paint in some bushes using the black gel colour.
W To finish your cake add any other decorations you choose
like witches and bats or even a tree made of modelling
chocolate like seen here.

W
W

Thank you to Leesa Collins of Alice Cakes, Guest Tutor at Pretty Witty Cakes

THE PRETTY WITTY ‘HORROR’ CAKES
HAVE ESCAPED!!!

Round them up to Win a month’s subscription for FREE to the
Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials
Count up how many instances of our scary cake characters appear after this page for a chance to win one month’s free
membership, whether you’re already a member or not.
Send your final figure, with your name, to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
and put ‘Horror Cake Giveaway’ in the subject line.
One lucky winner chosen from all correct entries will win 1 month’s free membership
zomb eggs

death by chocolate

apple zompie

marghoulrine

count popcakeula

fruitenstein

victoria witch
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These 4 tutorials demonstrate how to make
simple but effective Halloween toppers for
cupcakes. In these tutorials, the fondant (sugar
paste) has had Gum Tragacanth added (1
teaspoon GT per 250 grams fondant).

CLICK

Equipment needed:

Non stick board
Non-stick rolling pin
Ball tool
Scalpel Knife
Cocktail sticks
Stitching tool
Circular cutters
Edible Glue
All equipment used in the tutorials is available in the Pretty Witty Cakes Shop Sable hair brush size 2
Dusting brush
Bronze lustre dust
Gold lustre dust

Witches Hat

Take a small ball of black sugar paste
about 3cms in diameter.

Making your hands into a “V” shape
roll the ball into a cone shape.

Place the cone onto your work board
and continue to roll the thinner end
into a point.
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Cut the bottom off the cone to
make it flat.

On one side of the cone push gently
in with your thumb and using your
other hand slightly bend the top over.

Using the pointed end of the stitch
tool make 3 indentations in the side
to look like creases.

Set the hat to one side. Take another
piece of black sugar paste and roll
to approx. 3mm thick. Cut a circle
using a 5cm diameter cutter.

Using the large end of a ball tool,
half on the mat and half on the sugar paste, run this around the edge to
thin and frill. Using edible glue, stick
the hat to the base.

Using a bright coloured piece of sugar paste roll out to a couple of mm
thick. Cut a thin strip approx. 5-6mm
wide ensuring it is long enough to
go around the base of the cone.

Using a similar colour lustre dust
add a little sparkle. Using a little
edible glue, stick the band around
the base of the cone.

Take a small piece of yellow sugar
paste and roll into a thin sausage.
Using some gold lustre add some
sparkle to this.

Make this into a square shape to
form a buckle.

Your witches hat is now ready to pop on
top of an iced cupcake.
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Slightly push in the sides to give a
wobbly look. Stick this to the band
with a little edible glue.

Get it

For orange buttercream use:
Tangerine/Apricot Sugarflair colour –
available here

CLICK
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10Ghost

Start with 2 balls of white sugar
paste approx. 3cm and 2cm. These
will be the body and head of ghost
so check they are in proportion.

Making your hands in to a “V” shape,
roll the balls into a cone shape.

Using your thumb and finger “flick”
each point out to the side. The body
in one direction, head in the other
direction.

Using the small end of a ball tool
make a hole for the mouth.

Do the same and make a hole for
each eye.

Using the pointed end of the stitch
tool put 2 creases at the side of
each eye.

Push 2 small black fondant balls into
the eye holes.

Attach the head to the body with
edible glue.

Roll 2 same size, small balls of white
sugar paste.

Roll each ball in your hand to make a
small cone and thin one end.

Attach the arms to the body with
edible glue. Your ghost is now ready
to pop on top of your iced cupcake.
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Cauldron

Start with some brightly coloured
green sugar paste. Roll into small
balls of different sizes. You will
need approx. 25-30 balls to fill the
cauldron. Set these aside on a foam
drying tray.

Roll a small piece of light brown sugar paste into a small sausage. Cut a
piece approx. 2cm in length. Set this
aside on the drying tray.

Roll a ball of black sugar paste about
4cm in diameter. Using your hand
flatten slightly.

Using the large end of a ball tool,
push the centre in just a little bit
while trying to maintain a ball shape.

Take another piece of black sugar
paste and roll into a medium size,
even sausage.

Check it fits around the top of the
ball and stick with edible glue.

Take a small amount of the green
sugar paste and with a little edible
glue, push into the indented area.

Attach the brown handle previously
made so it sticks out of the cauldron.
Stick over the join of the rim to hide
this.

Make some additional spooky
ingredients. Here are a couple of
worms, and eye ball and a bone.
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Pop the finished cauldron on top of an
iced cupcake. Orange is a good choice as
it looks like fire.

CLICK

Using the edible glue start to stick
the green balls in the cauldron together with the other spooky ingredients. Stick some of the green balls
around the rim and down the side so
it looks like it is overflowing.

For all paste colours visit the
Pretty Witty Cakes’ Shop
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Pumpkin

Start with a ball of orange sugar
paste about 4cm in diameter.

Using a cocktail stick make
indentations in the side, rolling from
top to bottom. Continue marking all
the way round.

Using the small end of the ball tool
make a small hole in the top of the
pumpkin.

Take a piece of light brown sugar
paste and roll a thin sausage shape.

Cut a small piece to use as a stork.

Using a little edible glue attach the
stork giving the end a little pinch
and bending it over slightly.

Set the pumpkin to one side. Roll
out a small, thin piece of yellow
sugar paste.

Using your scalpel cut 3 small
triangles for the eyes and nose.

Attach the eyes, nose and mouth
with a little edible glue.

Place your finished pumpkin on
top of an iced cupcake.
Thank you to Stephanie Janice of Jolly Scrumptious,
Guest Tutor at Pretty Witty Cakes

Your pumpkin is now ready to pop
on the top of your iced cupcake.
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Sweet Occasions
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Sarah Sumner

The Dessert Chef

Sarah Sumner

The Dessert Chef

Sharon Cieciala
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Thank You... ...to all those of you who sent in your lovely pictures.
Have you been inspired to create a Novely cake?
...if this weeks’ feature has inspired you to have go at making a lovely Novelty cake, Pretty
Witty Cakes Tutorials can help!

We’ve got some great cakes to make in our NEW Video Projects section.
If you’re not a Member…find our more…with both monthly and yearly payment options,
you can sign up and watch 24/7. With Projects being added all the time and over 230 video
tutorials, why not sign up now!

Want to be in our Wall of Fame Gallery next month? See page 56 for more details.
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No Bake Cheesecake
recipe by Suzi Witt
Ingredients
For the base:
Digestive biscuit crumbs
or Graham cracker crumbs
Cinnamon
Dark brown soft sugar
Melted butter

135 grams / 5 oz / 1¼ cups
½ tsp
5 tbsp (i.e. 80 ml)
75 grams / 2¾ oz

For the filling:
Cream cheese
Whipping cream (35% fat)
Icing/confectioners’ sugar
Lemon juice
Vanilla essence

300 grams / 10½ oz
450 ml / 2 cups
125 grams / 1 cup
1 tsp
1 tsp

For the topping:
Cherry compote
Corn flour

500 grams / 1lb 2oz
3 tbsp

This no-bake cheesecake recipe is so fast and easy to make, and yet delivers beautiful, summery, light and fluffy
flavours. Shown here with cherries, you can top it with your favourite fresh fruit, fruit conserves, pie filling or your
own concoction.
This cake is refreshing on warm days as you store it and serve it straight from the fridge.
This recipe makes 8” (20 cm), 9” (23 cm) and 10” (25cm) cakes.

Directions

1. In a mixing bowl, pound the biscuits/crackers until you have small crumbs.
2. Mix in the cinnamon and the dark brown soft sugar to give it its delicious, rich character.
3. Finally, mix the melted butter in. Press the mixture for the base evenly onto the bottom of a spring form
cake pan. Refrigerate until firm (allow half an hour).
4. Whip/whisk the whipping cream until it is nice and fluffy.
5. Separately, mix the cream cheese, the icing/confectioners’ sugar, the lemon juice (for freshness) and
the vanilla essence until soft and smooth.
6. Roll the cream into this mixture, without losing the fluffiness and lightness, then pour onto the base in
the cake pan and smooth. Ideally, refrigerate at this stage for two or more hours until firm.
7. Spread your favourite topping on the cheese cake. I use 500 grams of cherry compote (because my
family loves the fruity flavour) but thicken it over the hob with corn flour so that, when I remove the
spring form sides, it doesn’t run down the sides and will stay neat and clean. Once the sauce has
cooled a little, spread it on quickly (without melting the creamy filling), then place in the fridge until
ready to serve. ENJOY!

Want to submit your recipe to our Magazine? email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk

Spotlight on stencilling
For me stencilling is one of the most beautiful ways to decorate cakes,
cupcakes and cookies. They can be used with all sorts of mediums
from dusts and tints, to royal icing and cocoa.
The stencils from our friends at Designer Stencils are the best on the
market – so much so that we stock over 50 different designs in the
Pretty Witty Shop. I don’t think a week goes by when we are not using their stencils
on a cake project. Their amazing Halloween stencils are shown all over this double page.
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CLICK

Click here to view the full range of stencils at Pretty Witty Cakes
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Halloween stencil giveaway.
We have teamed up with our lovely friends at Designer Stencils to offer one lucky
ready a Halloween treat. One reader will receive the full range of Halloween stencils
– a whopping 16 stencils of all shapes and sizes – from cupcake to big cake.
To enter, send your name and address via email to
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk headed “Halloween Stencil Giveaway”.
Closing date for entries 15 October 2013.
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ZOMBIE SNACKS tutorial

by Suzi Witt of Pretty Witty Cakes

If you are making Halloween cakes and cupcakes and want to make WOW cakes in
minimum time, why not use Halloween Moulds.
In this tutorial, Suzi shows you how to make a gruesome brain, a spooky eyeball and a
horrific severed finger mould for any cake or cupcake decoration.

You will need three balls of florist
paste(also called gum paste) roughly
1 inch in diameter for the largest.

Colour the largest sized ball with
flesh/paprika colour paste using a
cocktail stick.

Colour the middle sized ball with
burgundy colour paste.

Leave one ball white. You should end
up with these three colours.

Line your mould with Trex/Crisco.

Using the flesh coloured florist paste
roll out a sausage shape roughly the
size of the finger.

Press the florist paste into the
mould.

Pull the excess florist paste away
from the mould in little pieces
making sure the florist paste is level
with the mould.

Make sure there is no florist paste
outside the lines of item in the
mould.
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Using the burgundy florist paste roll
a small ball roughly the size of the
brain.

Press the florist paste into the
mould.

Pull the excess burgundy florist
paste away from the mould in little
pieces.

Again make sure there is no florist
paste outside the lines of item in the
mould.

Using white florist paste roll a small
ball roughly the size of the eye.

Press the florist paste into the
mould.

Pull the excess white florist paste
away from the mould in little pieces.

Place your mould in the freezer for
5 minutes. This will make it easier to
release.

Your florist paste should pop out
easily when you bend your mould.

Dust your finger with dusky pink,
petal blue and Cornish cream edible
tint.

Use dipping solution and cyclamen
edible tint to give the lines in the
brain more definition. Use dipping
solution and edible tints to paint
your eye.

And there you have it. Zombie
snacks for all your Halloween cupcakes and big cakes.
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VISIT THE PRETTY WITTY CAKES’ SHOP
The Pretty Witty Cakes’ shop stocks over 100 different moulds suitable for every occasion,
so to give your cupcakes and cakes that extra ‘WOW!’ with a minimum time
click here to visit the shop today!

Win all 8 of these amazing halloween moulds

To enter, send your name and address via email to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field “Halloween Moulds Giveaway”
Closing date for entries is 15 October 2013
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This month our competition was about
Summer Flower Cupcakes.
Again we have had hundreds of entries from all over the
world - as far away as Australia and the Philippines as
well as many UK entries. The winner was voted for by
members of the public from three finalists...
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And the winner is...
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Sarah Harris,UK

August’s competition winner was Sarah Harris from the UK
Sarah won a Pretty Witty Cakes Award, a new Kenwood Mixer,
100 reward points and this Magazine feature about her win.
About Sarah...
Sarah is a hobby baker and tells us that her and her husband celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary this year in July. She has two sons, one is currently
studying at university and the other one is 13 years old. She is the treasurer
of her local village scout group and has been for the past 10 years or so, as a
volunteer. Her other hobbies include seed bead weaving and keeping fit by going
to classes at a nearby fitness centre.
How did it feel to win from so many entries across the world?
Amazing. I couldn’t quite believe it. Wow! Thank you so much to everyone who
voted. I thought being just a hobby baker I wouldn’t stand a chance.
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You make cakes for a hobby – what is your normal day job?
I work for my local county council as an Audit Manager in their Finance Department.
I’ve worked there for about 16 years.
How long have you been making cakes?
Ever since I was a child I’ve loved baking, especially cakes, pastries, bread, biscuits
and chocolates; and my family have always been willing recipients of my creations!
My enthusiasm for decorating cupcakes really took off a couple of years ago
when I went on a cupcake decorating course for the day, near to where I live. I
love making cupcakes for friends and family occasions particularly as a surprise –
they are such a personal gift.
Did your winning cakes get made for anyone special or is there a story behind
them?
They were made to represent carefree Summer days in Grandma’s cottage
garden with a tallest sunflower competition amongst the grandchildren (hence
the names on the flower pots) and the idea that one of the grandchildren had
picked some lavender from the garden to give to Grandma as a gift. My Mum
loves gardening and was the inspiration behind these cakes.
What advice would you give to anyone else who might want to enter to win a
Pretty Witty Cakes Award?
Go for it! Have fun creating your cakes and good luck to you – you never know,
you could be the next winner!

...the two Runners-up are...
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...and some of the other amazing entries we had!
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Funk Fab Cakes,

I’ll make your

UK

Homemade cakes

by Claire, UK

cake, UK

It’s just Cake, UK
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Julie Papica, U

K
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Karens Kakery, UK

Little Ditty Cake Design, UK

Loveacupcake, UK

Nelly’s Novelty Cakes,
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Nicolas RObinson
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Miettes

Lynn’s Iced Treats, UK

k UK

Nicki Pas

Royal Cupcakes, UK

No cake like

home, UK

Sue Nuttell, UK
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Tania Clarke, UK

Sugarcoat Cakes, UK

Sweet and Simple Cakes, UK

Theresa Wells, UK
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Enter October’s competition with your
“birthday cakes for a male (boy or man)”
To Enter, all you have to do is:
•

•
•
•

Submit a photo of a BIRTHDAY CAKE FOR A MALE (boy
or man). Your cake can be decorated any way you like
but MUST be a birthday cake.
The cake will be judged on its decoration so it does not
matter what flavour it is.
You only need to send a photo not the real cake
You can enter from anywhere in the world.

The Prize
• A state of the art Kenwood Stand Mixer.
• A coveted Pretty Witty Cakes Award to take home.
• 100 Reward points to add to their Members Account
(applicable only to a Members). To find out more
about Membership and what it offers, click here.
• A feature about their winning entry in the Magazine,
Forums and/or Facebook Page.

CLICK HERE TO ENTER NOW!
or visit our Competitions page for further details

To enter, you must comply with the following rules:
• Each entry must be the unaided and sole work of the entrant whose name and email is on the competition
submission form. Only 1 entry per person. Ages 16 and over only.
• Each entry must be given a name and a description. The photo of the finished cakes must not contain a watermarked
or identification of the maker so that judging can be neutral without knowledge of the entrants business name. If
you run a business, you must include your business name, website and facebook address on the entry form. You
do not need to run a business to enter - you can be an amateur.
• The judges will choose three finalists from all entries. The winner will then be chosen according to votes by
members of the public (details on how to be revealed when voting opens).
• Entries must be submitted by the closing date. The shortlist will be chosen by the judges and public voting will
commence thereafter. The winner will be notified by email and on facebook, and will be featured in the Pretty
Witty Cakes magazine. All entries are subject to the full Terms and Conditions.

GOOD LUCK!

HALLOWEEN CUPCAKES
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by Suzanne Foard

Cupcakes:

Make up a batch of cupcakes. The Pretty Witty Cakes’
online tutorial site has a free video about this here.
Make a batch of buttercream. There are lots of
recipes on the Pretty Witty Cakes member’s site.

1

2

MARSH MONSTER

1 For the Marsh Monster colour your buttercream green
using a cocktail stick. Cut the end off of a disposable
piping bag at an angle then part fill with green buttercream,
you don’t need a nozzle.
Starting at the edge touch the cupcake, squeeze and then pull away.
This should leave you with little peaks.
Continue all the way around the edge then into the middle until the
cupcake top is full.
2 To make the eyes take 3 tiny marshmallows and pipe a tiny bit of
green buttercream on them. Then stick on little black fondant edible
balls.
Place your eyes carefully onto the buttercream.
There you have it. Your Halloween Marsh Monster!

MUMMY

A Put a thin layer of buttercream onto the top of your cupcake.
B Take a mini marshmallow and cut in half. Add a small dab of green buttercream to each and fix on a
small black ball for the eyes. Stick these onto your cupcake
C Add a small amount of CMC (1 teaspoon per 250 grams) to a ball of white fondant. This makes the
fondant much easier to work with. Roll out your fondant to 2mm thick and cut into thin strips.
Take the strips of fondant and start laying them on your cupcake. Cut and then tuck the edges into
the side of the cupcake case.
When laying fondant on top of fondant, use a damp paint brush to help it stick.

A

D Continue to lay fondant over your cupcake until you have covered up all the buttercream making
sure you can still see the eyes peeking through. Fill in any gaps around the edges with small strips of
fondant.

Want to submit your recipe to our Magazine? email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk
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eyeball

1 Colour you buttercream
orange. Pipe a swirl onto the
top of your cupcake using a
large star nozzle (a Wilton
1M is perfect).
Then sprinkle on the orange
and black sugar strands
2 Roll a small ball of white
sugar paste and flatten
underneath.
Roll a smaller ball of green
fondant then flatten to a
small button size.
Repeat this with an even
smaller piece of black
fondant, then fix one on
top of the other to form an
eyeball.

1

2

3

3 Take a small paintbrush
and add some vein lines
using red colour paste.
4 Place the eyeball on top
of your orange buttercream
cupcake - and there you
have it!.

B

C

4

D

Many thanks to Suzanne Foard
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Cake Horrors
your cake conundrums answered

In this new feature, we are inviting you to email us your cake dilemmas and our experts will seek to
provide you with their opinions and answers. So whether you are struggling with a recipe, your cakes
are sinking or you don’t know how much to charge for a cake, send us your dilemmas and we will help.
Reader’s Dilemma: My neighbour comes to see me
a lot and I really like her but every time she comes
she asks all these questions and writes down all my
recipes. Then I heard last week that she is going to
open her own cupcake business! I am really upset.
Should I stop letting her come round?
Pretty Witty Cakes – Solution
It seems that your neighbour really rates you! So,
take that as flattery. If she thinks you are so good
she wants all your recipes, ideas and more then
you must be really good. This is the one thing you
need to keep in your mind. If you are good people
will always copy you – as they say – flattery is the
best form of imitation. We would suggest that while
you may want to stop being quite so open about
your new ideas, it is far better to keep your cake
competitor close than form enemies – enemies are
stressful for everyone. Maintain your friendship with
her and try and share ideas in a two way street –
you never know, she may even have some great cake
ideas that you want to use. And if she doesn’t share
back, then gradually withdraw your ideas and advice
but try and keep her on side as she lives next door.

Reader’s Dilemma: Why do my cupcake cases
peel?
Pretty Witty Cakes – Solution
There’s no scientific explanation behind
peeling cupcake cases, but if you follow
our checklst you can hopefully avoid it
happening.
• Fill your cupcake cases properly.
• Always beat your butter and sugar seperately
before adding any other ingredients.
• Make sure your oven temperature is right
use an oven thermometer for accuracy.
• Don’t undercook your cupcakes.
• Leave the cupcakes in the baking tray for
a short period, take them out as soon as
you can pick them up.
• Avoid tupperware at all costs!
• Don’t keep your cupcakes in the fridge.
• Be careful with freezing cupcakes.
CLICK HERE to see our full blog article
relating to this topic for further details.

Reader’s Dilemma: My Madeira cakes have large holes in them when I bake – why is that?
Pretty Witty Cakes – Solution
All cakes will have some holes in them and when you cut a madeira cake you will always see holes. But
if your holes as massive, then it could be down to a number of things including:
• The mixture may have been over mixed
• The mixture is too dry and stiff – you can fix this by adding a bit of milk
• You are using too many eggs – try one less if this keeps happening to you
If you are struggling – CLICK HERE and follow our Madeira cake tutorials here for some useful tips

Have you got a dilemma you’d like us to solve, then email
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk with the subject line - “My Cake Conundrum”.
All letters featured in this section will win 1 month’s free subscription
to the Online Tutorials (both existing and new members)
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Sizing Up Cake Recipes
Basic Vanilla Sponge

by May Clee Cadman

May Clee Cadman is one of our fabulous
class tutors and will soon be featuring in
our online tutorials.
Having baked cakes all her life and run her own
cake business for 13 years, May has tried and
tested so many recipes.
We are therefore delighted to include this
fabulous Vanilla Sponge recipe from May’s
book with sizing up and sizing down charts.
May has other recipes including carrot cake, chocolate fudge cake and more in her fabulous Sweet and
Simple Party Cakes Book which you can purchase in the Pretty Witty Cakes Shop here.
To win a copy of this book, email magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field “May Clee Cadman – Book GIVEAWAY”

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 160c (315f/Gas 2-3). Prepare 2 sandwich cake tins - grease the sides and line the bottom
with baking paper.
2 Beat the margarine and sugar together until light and fluffy.
3 Add the eggs one at a time, beating well after each addition.
4 Sift in the flour and mix thoroughly. Add the vanilla extract.
5 Divide the mixture between the 2 prepared tins.
6 Place into oven and bake until the cakes have risen, are lightly golden and an inserted skewer comes out clean.
7 Once out of the oven, let the cake rest in the tin for 5 minutes then turn out onto a wire rack to cool.
8 When cool, sandwich together with some strawberry jam and freshly whipped cream and dust the top with
icing sugar.
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Wizard Cake Topper
Tutorial by Jennifer Woracker

You’ll need:

m
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Get it

Non stick mat
Non stick rolling pin
Cocktail sticks
Ball tool
Fondant (sugar paste)
Brown fondant (sugar paste)
Paprika food colour paste
Other paste colours of your choice
Rectangular cutters
Cornflour and cornflour pouch
Sable hair brush size 1
Edible glue
Small Star cutter
Pin tool
Circular cutter set of 11
Scalpel

CLICK

For ALL the items you need for this tutorial, click here
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A Shape a piece of sugarpaste in to a cone and place a
cocktail stick or pasta through the centre for support.
B Use a large ball tool to gently flair the bottom
of the cone to create the wizard’s gown.
C To make the book cut three 1cm by 2cm rectangles one brown rectangle for the book’s cover and 2 white A
rectangles for the pages, make the white rectangles
as thin as possible, dust each one with corn flour to
avoid sticking.
D Put a small line of edible glue down the centre of
the brown rectangle and pop one white rectangle on
top, then put a little glue down the centre of that
rectangle and place the last rectangle on top. Gently
press the centre of the book with a cocktail stick to C
secure all the pieces together.

B

D

E Gently fold the rectangles in half to create the
book and then press a small star in to the cover for
decoration. Carefully tease the pages apart a little at
the corner with your finger.
F Roll a sausage of sugarpaste for the arms and two E
small balls of flesh coloured sugarpaste for the
hands. Lightly flatten one side of each hand.

F

G Glue the arms into place, then attach the book and
glue the hands into position. Using a needle tool,
mark the hands to make fingers.
H Roll a ball of flesh coloured sugarpaste for the head,
and glue into place. For the hat you will need a large G
circle cutter about twice the size of the head.
I

H

Cut out the circle then using your fingers gently press
out the sides of the circle to thin and give a softer
shape.

J Roll a ball of sugarpaste into a cone shape and roll one
end to a point between your fingers. Press against the I
workshop to flatten the base.

J

K Place the cone on top of the circle base to check that
you are happy with the size.
L Glue a small ball of flesh coloured paste on to the
centre of the head to make the nose. For the hair cut
a strip of white sugarpaste, glue it around the lower
K
part of the wizard’s head and trim off any excess.

L
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M Using a sharp knife, make small gentle movements
downwards to score in the hair detail.
N For the beard, roll a small ball of white sugarpaste
in to a cone shape, then press it flat between
your fingers, hold it to the Wizard’s face to check
that you are happy with the size.
M

N

O Cut a small semi-circle out of the top of the beard
so it fits nicely beneath the nose. Use a sharp
knife to score in the hair detail.
P Use a cocktail stick to make a small hole for the
mouth.
Q With a very thin layer of glue, stick on the hat
base. Use your fingers to shape the top of the
hat so that it will sit neatly on the wizard’s round
head.

O

R Use just a touch of glue to stick the pointy top on
to the hat base, then stand your Wizard against
a wall to help hold the hat in place while the glue
Q
dries. Stick on two tiny balls of black sugarpaste
for the eyes.
S To finish, Cut out tiny yellow stars and glue them
to the wizard’s gown and hat . Allow your wizard
to dry over night before using to decorate your
cake.

P

R

S

All done!

Many thanks to Jennifer Woracker of Twinklebells

We hope you enjoy and if you are a member of the Online Tutorials, don’t forget to
upload your picture to the Members Photo Gallery, so we can see how you got on!

Tutorial on How to Use Chocolate
Transfer sheets with FONDANT
by Georganne Anderson

What you’ll need:

m
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Get it

Sugar cookies
Chocolate transfer sheets
Fondant
Confectioner’s sugar (icing)
Non-stick rolling pin
Cookie cutters
Cardboard round (cake board)
Parchment paper
Spacers
Iron
Corn syrup
Paint brush
Cranked pallet knife

CLICK

For ALL the items you need for this
tutorial, click here

Method
A Dust surface with confectioner’s sugar and
roll out fondant to an even thickness. Shown
here is 6mm.
B Place cutter on fondant to en sure sizing is
correct.

A

B

C

D

E

F

C Place rolled fondant onto parchment lined
cardboard round.
D Place transfer sheet (cocoa butter side down)
onto fondant and roll across so that it slightly
sticks to the fondant.
E Place on another piece of parchment, to
protect the transfer sheet. With your iron
turned to its lowest setting (should feel very
warm to the touch, but not hot) set onto the
parchment and leave for 30 seconds. Don’t
move the iron around as the chocolate is
melting now and this would cause a distortion
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44 in the image. Carefully remove iron.

Place
the entire cardboard unit into the freezer for
5 minutes.

F Remove from freezer and starting at one
corner peel back the transfer sheet.
G Your fondant will be too firm to cut at this
point, so let it set out to soften about 10
minutes.

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

H Use a cookie cutter and remove the excess
fondant. Save these scraps.
I Your decorated and cut shape is ready
for your cookie.
J Load a paint brush with corn syrup, melted
jam or pasteurized egg white.
K Brush cookie with corn syrup, being careful…
don’t go too near the edges.
L Using your cranked palette knife lift the
fondant from the parchment and place onto
the cookie. Lifting with your fingers could
stretch the image out of shape.
M Gently press down around the edges to help
the fondant to adhere to the cookie.
N Use small cutters to use up those saved
scraps.
O & P All done! Enjoy!

Helpful tips:
Fondant can be re-rolled and used over again.
Darker colors show no visible change in color
while lighter fondant takes on a marble hue as
it is mixed.
Handle shapes by their edges as chocolate
transfers show fingerprints.
Wrapped cookies stay fresh up to 14 days;
however they will soften a bit.

Thank you to Georganne Anderson

We hope you enjoy and if you are a membe
upload your picture to the Members Photo

Chocolate Transfer Sheets
The Pretty Witty Shop has a vast array of
chocolate transfer sheets for you to choose
from that you’re sure to find a pattern to suit
your needs.

All our transfer sheets come as a
pack of five and are only £11.99,
discounted to £11.39 for Members
(that is just £2.28 each).
As a member you’ll also pick up 12
reward points per pack.
We also have a new Pic’n’Mix Multi
Pack option where you can choose
5 different designs here.
Click here to visit the Pretty Witty Shop
Chocolate Transfer Sheets section.

er of the Online Tutorials, don’t forget to
Gallery, so we can see how you got on!
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Interview with

Rachel Hill

How did your love of cake making begin?
I have always loved cooking, both sweet and savoury. I think it is an inherited skill. My Dad is a fantastic cook
and I just seemed to learn from an early age what things go well together. It properly started as an interest
when my family bought a deli in the 80’s and I used cake making as an extra way of making a bit of extra pocket
money. I made a little sign and put it on the counter and the orders came in. I think the fact that I was at Art
College helped me with my experimental creativity.
When did you choose to make cake making your career and why?
Cake making was not my first chosen career. I fell in love with art and design and trained as a set designer. In
2007 I lost a lot of my freelance work so started making cakes and bakes to sell at fairs and coffee shops so
that I could pay the mortgage. I made up a business name, never thinking that it would turn into something
wonderful.......but with a lot of hard work, it did!
What was the first cake you ever made?
These are some of the first ever cakes that I ever made. They are the ones
I used to sell at my Dads deli. I guess I was around 16 years old when I
made them.
Do you have a favourite type of cake you like to make?
If it is a flavour then it has to be chocolate mud cake. It’s a winner all round as far as I’m concerned. I’ve always
been a bit of a sucker for uncooked fruitcake mixture, so I do love making fruitcake as I get to eat some of the
brandy soaked mixture!
If it is a favourite design I really like doing butter iced cakes that are decorated with fresh flowers. I do all the
floristry myself and love going to visit the flower market to choose the flowers. (even though I have to get up
super early)
What is the key to your success?
Customer service, nothing should ever be too much trouble. And attention
to detail, every cake should leave the kitchen looking and tasting the
ultimate best. Never cut corners, even if it goes wrong and you have to
stay up all night doing it again. If you are a perfectionist you will reap the
benefits in the long run.
What one cake product could you not live without?
Sparkle dust! My kitchen is covered in it, I’m always covered in it.....and
so is my cat
What has been the highlight of your career so far?
Gosh, I’ve had so many highlights, just making someone smile every time
you deliver the perfect cake is a good enough highlight for me.
It was fantastic to be a finalist at the Baking Industry Awards in 2010 with
my Circus inspired cake, but I would still say a happy client is just the best
feeling, especially when they write you a lovely thank-you or review.
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Have you ever had a complete disaster in the kitchen?
Oh my goodness. Actually, not really. I guess that is a good thing!! I’ve had the odd ‘near’ disaster on delivery
day.....like running out of petrol on the motorway on a 35 degree day with a 5 tier cake in the back......and
delivering a 6 tier cake to Oxford the week before the actual Wedding, but only because the Bride had forgotten
to tell me the date had changed. My heart did sink when I realised I would have to make it all over again!
What is the best baking advice you have been given over the years?
I generally have to advise myself so I would say, always listen to your intuition.
Just say it as it is and be confident. If a Bride asks you to make a pink leaning
tower of Pisa that is a metre tall, if you can’t do it, be honest, otherwise you will
have sleepless nights and a big crisis when it comes to making it.
Have confidence in your own ability and persuade them to have something you
actually can make!
What tips would you give to someone just starting out in the cake world?
Market yourself well.
No-one will order cakes if they don’t know you exist. Charge low to begin with,
get good photographs and client reviews and then when you gain confidence
you can start to charge more. Most of my business comes
from client recommendations so make every cake a good
one!
How do you come up with new ideas and recipes?
I am always doing little drawings when I see something that I like. Keep snippets of
magazines, a colour, a design, a dress, whatever inspires you. Put them all together in a
folder like a cake scrapbook. It will really help if you are seeing a client and want to explain
how something looks.
What hours do you normally work?
All hours. Be prepared, cake world can be never-ending. But I love it so I never really seem
to mind. As long as there is a bottle of wine to keep me going when I have 200 little cakes
to ice.
For the home baker, what tip would you give to help them make a cake look more professional?
Always tidy up the edges, use a clean pretty plate and put something over the bad bits. A delicately and carefully
placed strawberry or flower can hide a multitude of sins. No-one will ever know
and it stays your little secret.
Who would be your dream client?
David Attenborough, he is a lovely and very clever man who has taught us all
many things. What an amazing worldly and wildlife inspired cake I could make
for him....or my firstborn.
If you weren’t a cake maker, what do you think you would have been?
I’ve already been a few things pre-cake,.....Set designer, Art director, Interior
stylist, prop maker, autocue operator.....
An equine vet was my first choice when I was younger as I love animals and used
to ride horses a lot. I’m also good with blood and gritty gory stuff, but I was
hopeless at sciences so don’t think I would have made it passed the exams....
however cake chemistry is a whole different matter. 
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WIN a place on a class WORTH £250

with Rachel Hill at Pretty Witty Cakes HQ in
Crowborough on November 4th 2013.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE CLASS
This class is all about BIG Cakes. This class will
cover everything you need to know about splitting,
levelling, covering, stacking, smoothing, dowelling
and icing a big cake.
Once you know the tricks of the trade, you will be
able to create a stunning TWO tier cake like those
pictured opposite.
You can choose to make the floral design or the
butterfly design.
We will teach you how to work with colour so you
can choose your own colour schemes for your cake
and we will teach you how colour can completely
chance the look of a cake.
There are certain colours that work together and
others that just don’t and we will talk you through
all of this.
This class is all about working hands on. You won’t
be watching someone else doing something – you
will do everything yourself.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON THE CLASS, CLICK HERE visit our TWO TIER BIG CAKE CLASS page

To enter, send your name and address via email to
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field “Big Cake Class Giveaway”
GOOD LUCK!

Click here to see our full list of classes
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Lemon Madeira Cake
recipe by Rachel Hill

Ingredients
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Get it

400 grams softened butter
400 grams caster sugar
340 grams self raising flour
170 grams plain flour
8 eggs
2 teaspoons of vanilla
2.5 fluid ounces of lemon juice and finely
chopped zest of 2 lemons

CLICK

For ALL the items you need for
this tutorial, click here

Method
1. Pre heat the oven to approximately 120/130C (fan)
2. Beat the softened butter and caster sugar for at least 5 minutes until light and fluffy. We advise a hand
mixer or a stand mixer rather than by hand.
3. Gently beat eggs in separate bowl then add a little at a time to the butter mix whilst beating well.
4. Beat until well combined.
5. Sieve flours into the bowl and fold in gently, adding lemon juice fluid and zest after a couple of folds. If
the mixture is a little too stiff, add one tablespoon of milk to loosen. Use full fat or semi skimmed but
not skimmed milk.
6. Do not over mix or you will loose any air.
7. Divide into two 8” round tins. Put 2 thirds in one tin and 1 third in the other for a three layer cake.
8. For a two layer cake divide evenly between two 9” tins.
9. Bake for 1 to 1 1/2 hour depending on amount of mix and size of tin.
10. Test cakes with a skewer that comes out clean when done. Don’t test until it has baked for at least 1
11. hour.
Once baked cakes will form a golden brown crust.
12. Madeira cake will last for up to 7 days once baked. Avoid chilling the cake for too long as this will dry it
out.
13. To finish your cake, sandwich together with vanilla butter cream and homemade lemon curd or lemon
buttercream.

For other recipes from the team at Pretty Witty Cakes, Click Here
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Website News
WOW! - over 113,000 facebook followers
With all the talk in social media about “like farms” where businesses pay companies to just
give them likes, it has made us a little bit distrusting.

We have never used like farms and never will – what is the point of having likes that are not real!? We are also
proud that everyone has who has like our page has opted to do so and are all real people.
The downside is that facebook is now not showing our posts to you unless we pay facebook to do so.
We feel this is really unfair as if you liked the page in the first place, then you should be shown the posts unless
you unlike the page!
So, if you are not seeing our posts and want to, don’t forget to take
the following steps:
1. Go to our facebook page
2. Place your mouse cursor over the ‘Liked’ button to reveal the
dropdown menu.
3. Check the ‘Show in News Feed’ option is ticked.
We cannot guarantee this will work but you have a greater chance
of seeing our posts if you have done this.
Don’t forget to also follow us on Twitter and Pinterests as we
have special “facebook giveaways” and different special Twitter
giveaways.

Our social media pages are:

We now have Online tutorial subscribers in
45 countries around the world.
Why not become a member of our community today and start
receiving all the benefits of a Pretty Witty Cakes membership!
Click here to find out more.
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Website News
NEW! Video Projects
We hope you’ve been enjoying our video projects, we’ve uploaded a few more since the
last edition of the magazine and we’re aiming to upload many more between now and
Christmas. We’ll notify you on facebook each time a new one goes up.
VW Beetle Cake Project
PRESENTED BY

Leesa Collins

This Cake Project shows you how to make a VW Beetle
Cake.
The actual cake made feeds around 30 to 40 people
but you can adapt it to any cake size you like following
the tutorial.
Lesson 1

Lesson 7

Lesson 2

Lesson 8

Making the car templates and carving the cakes.
Ganaching the cakes.

Lesson 3

Covering the cake with fondant and keeping the shape.

Lesson 4

Making the windows and other scribed impressions.

Lesson 5

Making the bonnet and boot.

Lesson 6

Making the fenders/mud guards.

Making the windows and the flowers.
Airbrushing the cake. If you opt to make in coloured fondant

Lesson 9

Decorating the cake (flowers and faces).

Lesson 10

Covering the board and making a road.

Lesson 11

Wheels, bumpers, door handles and window wipers.

Lesson 12

Making the lights, ariel and kickboard.

Princess Castle Cake Project
PRESENTED BY

Leesa Collins
This Cake Project shows you how to make a princess
castle cake which feeds around 50 people although
you can make it any size you like.
Lesson 1

Lesson 7

Lesson 2

Lesson 8

Lesson 3

Lesson 9

Lesson 4

Lesson 10

The differences for a boy castle cake, preparing the cake...

Assembling elements of the castle.

Preparing the round cakes, ganaching, stringing, hot knifing Making the front doors for each level and the spires.
Making the towers for the castle.

Optional bonus section - adding additional colour.

Making the spires for the tops of the towers.

Making the castle turrets.

Lesson 5

Lesson 11

Lesson 6

Lesson 12

Covering the cake in fondant, make stone work or brick...
Airbrushing the cake using multiple tones.

Want to Advertise in our Magazine?

Completing the spires and brickwork.
Assembling the cake, adding balconies, grass, flowers, pathways...

email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk
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Website News
Wedge Shoe Project
PRESENTED BY

Amanda MacLeod
This Cake Project shows you how to make a 3D Wedge
Shoe from cake.
All our Projects are broken into sections so you can
follow each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 1

Lesson 7

Lesson 2

Lesson 8

Making the templates for shoe cakes.
Making the large flower for your wedge shoe.

Lesson 3

Making the buttons and the buckle.

Lesson 4

Carving the cake into a shoe shape.

Covering the cake in fondant with a tricky shape.
Making the sole, heal and toe strap.

Lesson 9

Adding the flower and shaping the tow strap.

Lesson 10

Making a free hand bow for the shoe.

Lesson 5

Lesson 11

Lesson 6

Lesson 12

Making the sole and the buttercream layers.
Covering a difficult shaped cake in marzipan.

Making the rope and adding buttons.
Making the upper sole and adding the finishing details.

Barnaby the Dragon Project
PRESENTED BY

Dawn Butler

Lesson 1

This Cake Project shows you how to make a full scale
Barnaby the Dragon Cake which can be scaled up or
scaled down for any size cake.
This project is broken into 12 sections so you can
follow each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 7

Lesson 2

Lesson 8

How to size and carve your cake for the right size.
How to fill your cake and cover with ganache.

Lesson 3

How to sculpt the features for your dragon.

Lesson 4

How to mould and model the dragon’s head.

How to cover the dragon with fondant and add scales.
Adding the details to the dragon.

Lesson 9

How to make the dragon’s wings.

Lesson 10

How to colour your dragon using an airbrush.

Lesson 5

Lesson 11

Lesson 6

Lesson 12

Giving a second coat of ganache and why.
How to make the texture for dragon skin.

How to make chocolate coins and horns.
Assembling all elements of Barnaby the Dragon!
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Website News

The Vintage 3 Tier Wedding Cake Project
PRESENTED BY

Rachel Hill
This Cake Project shows you how to make a Vintage 3
Tier Wedding Cake.
This project is broken into 13 sections so you can follow each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 1

Lesson 7

Lesson 2

Lesson 8

Cutting and preparing the cakes with chocolate ganache.
Covering the cakes with smooth fondant.

Lesson 3

How to properly dowel the cakes for support.

Lesson 4

How to assemble the cakes.

How to pipe a side design in royal icing.
How to make a covering ‘snail trail’.

Lesson 9

How to make lace details on a cake.

Lesson 10

How to make wired roses..

Lesson 5

Lesson 11

Lesson 6

Lesson 12

How to make a side design on a cake.
How to prepare the monogram background.

How to make wired and non-wired hydrangeas.
How to make pearls and beads for the cake.

The Cake Book Project
PRESENTED BY

Leesa Collins
This Cake Project shows you how to make an open
book cake from beginning to end.
This project is broken into 8 sections so you can follow
each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 1

Lesson 6

Lesson 2

Lesson 7

Carving the cakes into a book shape.

Airbrushing the cake.

Ganaching and shaping the cakes to form a book.

Positioning the cake and creating the book cover.

Lesson 3

Lesson 8

Covering the board and creating the wood grain effect.

Finishing details - the book mark, book ends and final touches.

Lesson 4

Covering the cake and making the pages.

Lesson 5

Creating the top pages and the written text of the book.

Want to Advertise in our Magazine?

email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk
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Website News
Summer Shades Ombré Ruffle Cake Project
PRESENTED BY

Rachel Hill
This Cake Project shows you how to make an ombre
style cake with graded colour using the popular ruffle
technique. All our Projects are broken into sections so
you can follow each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 1

Lesson 6

Lesson 2

Lesson 7

Making the Anemone flowers.
Colouring the cakes internally.

Lesson 3

Stacking, levelling and crumb coating the cakes.

Lesson 4

Preparing the cake board.

Dowelling the cake.
Making the ruffles and shading the ombre.

Lesson 8

Adding the ruffles.

Lesson 9

Adding the flowers and finalising the cake.

Lesson 5

Covering the cake with a fondant layer.

The Pumpkin Cake Project
PRESENTED BY

Leesa Collins
This Cake Project shows you how to make this pumpkin
cake using cake carving and airbrushing techniques.
All our Projects are broken into sections so you can
follow each stage in bite size pieces.
Lesson 1

Lesson 6

Lesson 2

Lesson 7

Introduction.
Boards and structure.

Lesson 3

Layer, fill and stack cakes.

Lesson 4

Hot Knifing and carving.

Covering the cake.
Airbrushing.

Lesson 8

Features on face and accessories.

Lesson 9

The board and setting.

Lesson 5
The face.

Want to Advertise in our Magazine?

email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk
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We have 10 pairs of tickets to giveaway for
Cake International this November.
To win a pair of tickets, send your email and address to
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field
“Cake International Ticket Giveaway”
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Next Edition

Want to be feature in our Wall Of Fame Gallery?
In the next edition, we will be featuring “Christmas Cakes”.
If you have made a cake or cupcake with a Christmas theme for a birthday send us your photo
and we will include our favourites in the Magazine.

How to enter:
All photos submitted must be at least 500 pxls on one side and should not contain a watermark.
Please include your full name and business name on the email if you would like those listed next to your
picture in the Magazine.
To submit your photo email
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field “Christmas Cake Magazine submission”

Birthday Cake for a Male(man or boy) Competition
And don’t forget to enter

this month’s competition by sending a picture of your
“Birthday Cake for a Male (man or boy)”
CLICK HERE TO ENTER
Entries accepted from 3rd to 31st October.
Rules of entry here:
https://www.prettywittycakes.co.uk/competitions

What would you like to see in our new Magazine?
Email us your thoughts and ideas to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
Want to Advertise in our Magazine?

email: advertising@prettywittycakes.co.uk
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That’s all for this edition!
Special thanks to:
Suzi Witt
Leesa Collins
Rachel Hill
May CLee Cadman
Designer Stencils
FPC Sugarcraft
Cake International
Stephanie Janice
Georganne Anderson
Suzanne Foard
Jennifer Woracker
Karen Noble Photography
Kate Vince

Also thanks to the following contributors:
Amanda Fullard
Amazing Cakes by Anne
A Moment of Cakeness
Andrea Lundall
Ayesha Alsuwaidi, UAE
Buttercups by Bezmerelda
Cake-Tin Delights, UK
Cake Land by Nivia
Cakes by Sousa
Cakes to be Seen, UK
Cakey Jane Bespoke Cake Creations, UK
Carly Jeffrey
Caroline Nagorcka
Celina Palmer - Malaysia
Creative Cupcakes
Deborah Newington
Dilly’s Kitchen, UK
Dolce Paradiso cupcakes, Columbia
Donna Parsons
Enchanted Cupcakes
Finishing Touch, UK
Funk Fab Cakes, UK
Gillian Corbridge - The Little Cupcakery, NI

Homemade cakes by Claire, UK
It’s just Cake, UK
I‘ll Make Your Cake, UK
Jills Cakes, Brighton
Julie Papica, UK
Karen Blackwell
Karen Jackson
Karens Kakery, UK
Lee-ann Welsh
Linda Quayle
Little Button Bakery
Little Ditty Cake Design
Lorraine’s Cakes
Loveacupcake, UK
Lyly’s Cake Boutique, USA
Lynn’s Iced Treats, UK
Melanie Girard, Canada
Miettes
Miss P’s Cakery
Mrs Robinson’s Cakes
Natalie Smith
Nelly’s Novelty Cakes, UK
Nicki Pask UK

Nicolas Robinson, UK
No Cake Like home, UK
Poppy Gorgeous Cakes
Royal Cupcakes, UK
Sarah Sumner
Sharon Cieciala
Sinead Robinson
Sue Nuttell, UK
Sugarcoat Cakes, UK
Sweet and Simple Cakes, UK
Sweet Occasions
Tania Clarke, UK
Tatjana Pomogajeva, Lithuania
The Cakes That Tracy Makes, UK
The Dessert Chef
Theresa Wells, UK
Truly Madly Sweetly Cupcakes, UK
TwinkleBalls
Victoria Walker, UK

Don’t forget to count up the Pretty Witty ‘Horror’ Cakes for your chance to win one
month’s free membership (see page 7 for further details)

